We report on the first use of laser ablation to make sub-millimeter, broad-band, anti-reflection coatings (ARC) based on sub-wavelength structures (SWS) on alumina and sapphire. We used a 515 nm laser to produce pyramid-shaped structures with pitch of about 320 µm and total height of near 800 µm. Transmission measurements between 70 and 140 GHz are in agreement with simulations using electromagnetic propagation software. The simulations indicate that SWS ARC with the fabricated shape should have a fractional bandwidth response of ∆ν/ν center = 0.55 centered on 235 GHz for which reflections are below 3%. Extension of the bandwidth to both lower and higher frequencies, between few tens of GHz and few THz, should be straightforward with appropriate adjustment of laser ablation parameters.
INTRODUCTION
The mm and sub-mm regions of the electromagnetic spectrum are important for observations of a variety of astrophysical sources. Extinction by galactic dust is low at these wavelengths and therefore otherwise obscured objects, such as galactic embedded protostar regions, the black hole at the center of the Milky Way, and dusty high redshift galaxies become observable [1] [2] [3] . Also, the cosmic microwave background (CMB) radiation, which encodes a wealth of information about the origin and evolution of the Universe [4] , peaks at mm wavelengths. There is a host of instruments conducting observations at these wavelengths.
One of the demands for many astrophysical observations, including those targeting the polarization of the CMB, is to achieve broad frequency coverage. Simultaneous broad bandwidth within a single instrument enables efficient use of telescope and observing time, obviating the need to conduct repeated observations each with a different filter bank and/or optical elements optimized for the specific frequency band. But with broad-bandwidth observations, all optical elements along the light path, including lenses, filters, vacuum windows, and polarization modulators (if applicable) should exhibit high optical efficiency, namely, high transmission. High transmission is achieved by minimizing absorption through appropriate choice of materials and minimizing reflections by using an appropriate anti-reflection coatings (ARC).
Sub-wavelength structures (SWS) have been widely explored as ARC in the visible and infrared regions where they are often referred to as moth's eye structures (for a review see Raut et al. [5] ). SWS-based ARCs have the advantages that they can provide a relatively large operating bandwidth with low reflection while at the same time (1) there is no need to match indices, thicknesses, and material types between multiple layers of different materials, and (2) the structure is robust in cryogenic applica-tions because it is made of the same material as the substrate, obviating the need to match thermal coefficients of expansion between different materials.
Recently SWS ARCs have been implemented in the mm-wave band on rexolite [6] , high density polyethylene [7] , and silicon [8] . In these cases the fabrication approach relied on mechanical machining or injection molding. But neither direct mechanical machining nor injection molding is practical for the small features and high aspect ratios required when the materials are hard or have high melting temperatures, as is the case with alumina and sapphire.
Both alumina and sapphire have optical properties that make them appealing for use in mm waveband instruments. They have high index of refraction n 3 giving lenses high correcting power with relatively small curvatures and thicknesses; a-cut sapphire's birefringence is near 10% enabling the making of thin retarders; both materials are nearly opaque in the IR and have high thermal conductance making them ideal absorbing filters of high frequency radiation in cryogenic instruments. (Rosen et al. [9] give similar motivations for their development of twoand three-layer ARC on alumina based on layered epoxies.)
Laser ablation is an alternative approach for fabricating SWS structures. Several authors reported on the combined use of dry chemical etching and laser ablation on silicon to produce ARC in the visible and near IR [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . Here we report on the first use of laser ablation to generate millimeter-wave SWS ARC on alumina and sapphire. In our application there are no chemical etchants, and the process takes place in regular atmospheric environment. In Section 2 we describe the design of the SWS. The samples and fabrication process are detailed in Section 3. Section 4 gives our measurements of the geometrical shape and mm-wave transmission of the SWS samples. We discuss and summarize our results in Sections 5 and 6. Together with this paper, which concentrates on the optical properties of the ablated surfaces, we are referring readers interested in the technicalities of the laser ablation to a companion paper [15] .
DESIGN
Our nominal design for the SWS-ARC is shown in Figure 1 . It consists of a square array of pyramids each with square cross section. As in all SWS-ARCs the goal is to achieve a gradient in the index of refraction through an increase in the area fill fraction of the material as radiation propagates in the −z direction. With an appropriately designed gradient, reflections can be minimized over a broad range of frequencies. The fill fraction for our nominal design, defined as f (z) = w(z)/p, is shown in Figure 2 . The approximate reflection properties of a material with f (z) can be calculated using effective medium theory (EMT) [16] , which gives a conversion from f (z) to an effective index n e f f (z); n e f f (z) is also shown in Figure 2 . The reflection is then calculated using a standard multi-layer coating approach with a large number of stacked thin layers, each with its n e f f . Figure 3 shows the reflection predicted for the nominal design using n e f f (z) as calculated using EMT and using electromagnetic finite element analysis (EM-FEA) approach [17] . We found that in comparisons to EM-FEA EMT produces reflection values that are within 10% of the numerical calculations as long as the ratio of pitch to wavelength satisfies p/λ < ∼ 0.1. Deviations could increase for larger ratios, depending on the specific structures simulated. With p = 330 µm EMT is expected to be accurate (within 10%) only for frequencies below ∼90 GHz. Therefore in this paper comparisons to measured data use only EM-FEA.
At normal incidence the upper band-edge of the SWS-ARC is set by ν u = c/(pn s ) ≈ 290 GHz, above which diffraction sets in [18] . This is well reproduced by the EM-FEA calculations as sharp reflection spikes; see Figure 3 . The lower band-edge, defined here as the frequency at which band averaged reflections drop below 3%, is approximately ν l ∼ c/h ∼ 110 GHz. We use a bandwidth of ∆ν/ν = 30% for averaging the reflections.
SAMPLE PREPARATION

A. Materials
We use alumina and c-cut sapphire; the physical parameters of the native samples are given in Table 1 . C-cut sapphire is nonbirefringent for radiation at normal incidence. Both samples are laser ablated on one-side only. The index of refraction of the two materials is measured using different samples of alumina and sapphire but of the same purity level; they are listed in Table 1 .
B. Fabrication
Ablation is done using a 515 nm laser operating with 7 ps pulses and a repetition rate of 400 kHz. At focus the beam has a 1/e 2 width of 30 µm. The beam is scanned in a raster pattern across the surface, first in one direction then the orthogonal, as shown schematically in Figure 4 . The progression of the ablation as a function of the number of passes is shown in Figure 5 . The alumina was machined using 200 identical passes, covering the center 27 × 27 mm 2 of the sample. Machining time was 5 hours. The full surface of sapphire was machined in a series of 3.3 × 3.3 mm 2 sub-areas. Each sub-area was scanned 50 times using the same scan pattern as in Figure 4 before moving to the next subarea. Total machining time was 5.6 hours. Schütz et al. [15] describe the machining process in more detail.
MEASUREMENTS A. Shape
We use a Keyence VHX-5000 optical microscope and a Nikon A1RMP confocal microscope to image the laser ablated surfaces. The microscopes take a series of 2-dimensional images spaced equally in z. The in-plane resolution is 1.7 µm or higher and depends on the specific microscope. The spacing in z is 10 µm for the optical microscope and 1.3 − 4 µm for the confocal microscope, depending on image location. This series of images is used to reconstruct a 3-dimensional image of the sample. A Figure 2 : The fill fraction f (z) (blue solid) and effective index n e f f (z) (green dashed) for the design geometry on alumina with n s = 3.1 (see Figure 1 and Table 2 ). The effective index is calculated using EMT (see text). , and EM-FEA averaged across 30% bandwidth (red) predictions of reflection for the design geometry on alumina, n s = 3.1. The total sample thickness, including the SWS, is 4.62 mm, and the SWS coating with the design parameters is assumed on both sides. For EMT we calculated n e f f (z) as shown in Figure 2 with 150 layers. The vertical red dash line marks the frequency where diffraction is first expected to occur at normal incidence.
section of the sapphire sample is shown in perspective in Figure 6 . A zoomed version shown in projection along the z axis is in Figure 7 .
Using the optical images we measured the parameters of the machined surfaces in ten different locations for each of the alumina and sapphire samples. In each location we image a square consisting of approximately two pyramids on a side and extract the geometric parameters of the machined samples. The average values across all these spatial locations are given in Table 2 . Because groove depth is not uniform -grooves are deepest at groove crossings -there may be ambiguity about the height measurement. To measure height we first calculate the fill fraction as a function of z in steps of 5 µm and set z = 0 when the fill fraction is 1. maximum height is defined by the z position where the fill fraction is 0. For all values in Table 2 , the errors quoted are the standard deviation in the measurements across the different areas and provide a measure of structure uniformity.
We characterize the symmetry of the structures by comparing 1-dimensional height profiles in two orthogonal directions that are parallel to the grooves. These 1-dimensional profiles on sapphire (alumina) are illustrated in Figure 7 (9) and are plotted in Figure 8 (10) . We discuss these measurements in Section 5. (Fig. 12) we used N p = 50 because there was only minor evolution in structure shape for subsequent passes.
B. Transmission
Transmission is measured at room temperature using a millimeter wave source and a power detector. A schematic diagram of the setup is shown in Figure 11 . Two adjustable-frequency mmwave multipliers are used to up-convert the GHz signal of the generator to bands between 75 and 110 GHz, and 90 to 140 GHz. Pyramidal horns with 3 dB beam divergence of ∼25 degrees couple the linearly polarized mm-wave signal to free space. The source is chopped with a mechanical blade producing a modulated signal at 10 Hz. We use a lock-in amplifier at the output of the detector. The sample is contained within a box that has two apertures and is lined with mm-wave absorbing material. The polarization axis of the mm-wave source is aligned parallel to one of the principal directions of the SWS-ARC, as defined by the orientation of the grooves. The sample can be rotated by 90 degrees to enable transmission measurements at two orthogonal polarizations.
A measurement consists of a relative normalization stage in which the sample is not present, but the sample mount and all apertures are included, and a data taking stage with the sample. During the normalization stage the output of the power detector The profiles are produced from cuts through peak centers, as shown in Figure 9 , for 5 locations across the sample. Cuts at constant y are in green; constant x are in blue. They have been manually translated to align vertically and horizontally to enable visual comparison of structure uniformity.
is logged as a function of the source frequency ν and detector position along the z-axis. The range of sampling in z is slightly larger than one wavelength. These are the normalization data N(ν). The sample is then inserted into its holder and data are retaken at the same source frequencies and z positions. These are the data D(ν). For each frequency ν both N and D are fit to models
and
where N i , D i (i = 0, 1, 2, 3) are the fit parameters. The transmission data we report is
where C is a constant used to normalize T to the EM-FEA predictions, as discussed in Section 5. The z-dependent sinusoidal fits account for standing waves between the source and detector. The transmission data for the two samples is shown in Figures 12 and 13 along with HFSS predictions, which are discussed in Section 5. Generally, data were taken at one polarization state. With alumina data at the higher frequency band was recorded at two polarization states.
DISCUSSION
A. Geometry
The spatially averaged shape parameters of both samples match the nominal design to better than 12%; the height of the sapphire pyramids is consistently short by 12% and the width of the alumina tips are too wide by 11%, although there is a similar level of spatial dispersion across the sample, see Table 2 . Otherwise the shape parameters agree within 5%. This level of agreement with the design was achieved with a small number of trials.
No extensive attempts were made to decrease discrepancies between the designed and ablated structures. With single crystals like sapphire better agreement is achievable and we have not identified any limitation that would prevent even more accurate Figure 12 : Measured transmission as a function of frequency for sapphire at two frequency bands between 75 and 110 GHz (red) and between 90 and 140 GHz (cyan). All data were taken at a single polarization state. We show HFSS predictions for a sample that is ablated on one side and assuming all SWS are made with the tallest (h = 740 µm, blue) and shortest (h = 680 µm, green) profiles measured in 10 different locations across the sample. The data are normalized to the blue HFSS curve at 87 GHz. Figure 13 : Measured transmission as a function of frequency for alumina at two frequency bands between 75 and 110 GHz (red, a single polarization state) and between 90 and 140 GHz (cyan for one polarization state, and purple for the orthogonal polarization state). We show HFSS predictions for a sample that is ablated on one side and assuming all SWS are made with the tallest (h = 875 µm, blue) and shortest (h = 715 µm,green) profiles measured in 10 different locations across the sample, and for n s = 3.16 (dark blue and green) and n s = 3.04 (light blue and green). The data are normalized to the dark green HFSS simulation at 85 GHz.
ablation. Alumina is sintered material and its properties may show variations between different samples. This aspect requires further investigation. Variation in laser power is not a likely cause for the ∼10% spatial dispersion of the measured parameters as power was stable to better than 0.1% over the 5-6 hours it took to ablate each sample. The ablated SWS have square tops and they transition to approximately circular bases. The structures are slightly asymmetric; saddles between peaks in one orientation are on average slightly deeper than in the orthogonal direction, see Figures 8  and 10 . Such asymmetry, while avoidable with better tuning of ablation parameters, may be important for polarimetric studies.
We quantify the symmetry of the pyramids by calculating the full width at half height (FWHH) and the saddle depth sd for x and y slices at each of the ten image locations on the samples. We find the global maximum of each image, excluding the highest 1% of points to avoid outliers, and the depth of each saddle for each slice (sd), then determine the width of each pyramid at the halfway point between the maximum and the saddle (FWHH). The procedure produces values for FWHH x , sd x , FWHH y , and sd y . We form a ratio
so symmetric structures have r sym = 1. Table 3 gives average values and standard deviations for r sym and sd. Some structure asymmetry is expected when identical ablation parameters are used for the two orthogonal directions. Relative to the first pass, the pass in the orthogonal direction will produce on average deeper grooves. This asymmetry can be mitigated by tuning the scan speed or number of scan repeats. Sapphire 0.950 ± 0.015 500 ± 10 450 ± 10
B. Transmission
The measured transmission for each sample is plotted in Figures 12 and 13 along with EM-FEA simulations. The simulated transmission is calculated by importing the measured height map of a single peak into HFSS, mirroring it across the x-axis, and then mirroring the resulting pair across the y-axis to create an array of four peaks whose opposing boundaries are identical. This allows us to implement periodic boundary conditions and simulate the sample as an infinite plane. 1 For each sample we indicate a possible range of predictions by simulating the transmission for a sample made with the tallest and shortest structures found by imaging 10 locations on the samples. The phase and amplitude of the transmission interference fringes vary between the two cases, with the phase difference showing larger sensitivity to height difference. The frequency of the fringe pattern is sensitive to the total thickness of the material.
With taller structures, the non AR-coated part of the sample is thinner, resulting in a lower frequency fringe pattern. With sapphire the data and measured shape variability match EM-FEA predictions closely. The data is bracketed by prediction with the tallest and shortest structures measured. This is not the case with alumina for which the data is outside the range of shortest to tallest predictions made with the measured index of n s = 3.04; see light green to blue in Figure 13 . We note that reported measurements of the index of alumina have larger variability than those with sapphire [19] and that our measurement was carried out on a different sample than the one ablated. The index of alumina that better matches our data is n s = 3.16 and this value is within the range of variability reported in the literature [19] . Predictions with this index for the shortest and tallest structures measured are shown as bold in Figure 13 .
We can asses the expected broadband performance of the fabricated SWS by extending the HFSS simulations to 350 GHz and assuming that the sapphire and alumina samples are coated on both sides. The simulations assume the measured sapphire (alumina) pyramid shape with a height of 740 µm (715 µm) and follow the same procedure described earlier to create periodic boundary conditions. The predictions are shown in Figures 14  and 15 , each for two incident polarization states. Starting at low frequencies, reflection decreases with increasing frequency, dropping below 3% at 170 GHz for both polarizations and both materials. On Sapphire, a total bandwidth of 130 GHz is achieved with band averaged reflection of 1.0%. The high frequency side is limited by sharp reflection features that are introduced by diffraction. We discuss these below. There is a slightly larger effective bandwidth of 140 GHz on alumina because it has a smaller pitch, moving the sharp reflection features to higher frequencies. The band averaged reflection of alumina between 170 and 310 GHz, is also 1.0%. For comparison, a standard λ/4 coating optimized for 250 GHz, also shown in the Figures (light  gray) , has a bandwidth of only 60 GHz. Rosen et al. [9] report bandwidths ∆ν/ν of 92% and 104% with reflection below 10% with two-and three-layer ARC on alumina using layered epoxies. Their center frequency is ∼150 GHz. With this first round of laser ablation, our alumina sample has ∆ν/ν = 74%, centered on 225 GHz, with reflections below 10%.
At frequencies between 100 and 170 GHz the reflection expected from the fabricated structures is higher than predictions based on the design geometry; compare to Figure 3 . This is because the design geometry has a uniform pyramid height of 810 µm; in other words the grooves have uniform depth of 810 µm relative to the tips. Yet with the ablated structures the maximum groove depth is achieved over a smaller fraction of groove length. The average groove depth relative to the peaks is ∼550 µm(600 µm) on sapphire (alumina), which is a factor of 1.5 (1.4) shorter than the original design. Recalling that the lower band cut-off frequency is proportional to 1/h we should find that the lower frequency edge of the band is a factor of ∼1.5 higher than the anticipated 110 GHz, in good agreement with the EM-FEM calculations.
The bandwidth of the SWS-ARC is extendable to lower frequencies by increasing the height of the structures and to higher frequencies by decreasing the pitch. A useful figure of merit is the aspect ratio a = h/p. The current value of a, using h e f f = 550 µm and p = 315 µm is 1.7. Increasing the depth to h e f f = 1100 µm, thus doubling the aspect ratio, would halve the low frequency edge of the band giving a useful band between ∼85 and 300 GHz. The same aspect ratio but produced with half the pitch would give a band between 170 and 600 GHz.
We see no physical limitation for increasing the aspect ratio by a factor of 5-10.
The simulations shown in Figures 14 and 15 reflect the height and symmetry differences between the samples. The somewhat higher asymmetry with the sapphire sample gives rise to a somewhat stronger differential reflection, as noted primarily by the phase difference in the reflection fringes between the two polarization states. However, averaging over a ∆ν/ν = 0.3 band that is centered on 235 GHz, as would be expected with a broadband instrument observing in that band, we find a differential reflection of less than 0.1% for both materials.
Theory and HFSS simulations indicate that at normal incidence diffraction at wavelengths shorter than λ u ∼ pn s produces strong reflection features. The density of these features increases with increasing frequency. At off-normal incidence angles the onset of the reflection features shifts to lower frequencies. To avoid such reflections, experiments using SWS-ARC should implement low pass filters to block high frequency radiation.
SUMMARY
We have demonstrated the first use of laser ablation to produce millimeter-wave SWS ARC on hard, difficult-to-machine alumina and sapphire. The ablation is carried out in regular atmospheric conditions and involves no additional chemical etchants. Structures with aspect ratio of 1.7, average height of ∼550 µm, and maximum height of ∼800 µm were fabricated on one side of ∼5 cm diameter samples within about 5 hours. Measurements of transmission are in close agreement with electromagnetic simulations. The simulations indicate that with SWS ARC on two sides these samples have reflections of less than 3% over a band between 170 and 300 GHz, a fractional bandwidth of ∆ν/ν center = 0.55. Significantly larger bandwidths and faster ablation rates are possible by appropriately tuning laser parameters. A companion paper by Schütz et. al [15] gives more information about the laser ablation process. Figure 13 . The orthogonal polarization for these is in red. Vertical red line indicates the point where p = λ/n s and the structures can no longer be considered sub-wavelength.
